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Elanra is actively recommended 
by 93% of customers - extraordi-
nary!

• To reduce the severity and frequency of colds & flu 

• Support and assist immune system recovery

• Enhance your oxygen intake

• Helps your body fight and repair itself

• For improved health and wellbeing

• Better sleep 

• Easier breathing

• For increased alertness when driving

• Assists in the recover from illness and chronic fatigue

• To reduce the severity and frequency of colds & flu

• Relieves the symptoms of seasonal conditions

• Help improve learning and concentration

• Assist allergy and eczema sufferers

• Normalises the body’s natural hormonal levels 

• Enhances the bodies absorption of oxygen, Vitamins B and C

• Reduce effects of low mood 

Why Elanra for 

Model Application

Elanra MkII Bedside table, Home, Office, Nursing 
home, Hospital. Mains power only

Elanra MkIII Motor vehicle, Campervan, Truck, 
Home, Library, School, University. 

Portable use with mains power or 
a 9 volt battery, comes with a car 
mounting kit and earthing strap for the 
wrist when on battery.

Elanra Air 
Pendant

Air travel, train, walking, shopping, 
driving. USB rechargeable battery, wear 
it around your neck.

95% of patients since 1967 report reduced colds and flu - Medicaly Registered.

Thats means we treat yout body not just the air

This is the only medical device in the world of this type: Globally Patented and 
Trademark  More than an Air Cleaner, more than an Ioniser

An Australian Registered Medical Device

Where do I use Elanra?

Registered Medical Device 

Treats Virus, Bacterias and Pathogens inside your body

Reduce symptoms of colds and influenza (or flu)

Restore the systems of yor body

   BREATHE BETTER  I  SLEEP BETTER  I  BE BETTER
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The air we breathe is full of 

pollutants that are carcinogenic 

of various kinds. Australia has 

the highest per capita number 

of hay fever sufferers in the 

world1 Our air is a concoction 

of all these bad ingredients 

and we rarely see any of it, 

other than smoke or the haze 

as you fly in on a plane. If we 

could see it, we would take 

immediate action. 

Air affects us all

Scientists today have found that our changing air quality 
of our environment, is the cause of declining health in 
global humanity, not just from what we breathe, but in 
what it is doing to our plants and animals and hence our 
entire food chain! 

Look at our 
environment 

PROBLEM 1
We are nutrient 
starved

PROBLEM 2
We are stressed

PROBLEM 3
We are living in a toxic environment

• We are not 
consuming enough 
essential nutrients

• Our food is not as rich 
in vitamins as it once 
was

• Soil wealth has 
decreased

• Plant food for our 
animals is not as rich, 
if it exists at all.

• IQ scores decrease 
the more intensively 
a young child’s diet 
is based on fats and 
sugars (mt)

• Stress causes shallow 
breathing reducing our 
oxygen intake

• Oxidative stress causes 
free radicals

• Ion air changes prior to 
a weather front creates 
stress

• Emotional and physical 
stress

• Time poor as we 
manage work and 
home

• Food preservatives 

• Breathing in more 
pollutants – you 
cannot see them.

• The variety and quantity of pollutants in our air have 
dramatically increased

• Artificial sweeteners, colouring and preservatives

• Household cleaners, pesticides and other chemicals

• Sick building syndrome – paints, glues, air conditioning, 
concrete, synthetics

• Chemtrail spraying to eradicate weeds and vermin

• Use of Wi-fi and electromagnetic radiation sources 

• Since 1930 over 75,000 synthetic chemicals are introduced

• The damage to our air that we live with today, is causing 
ill-health to our bodies and our tissues, we are deteriorating 
as a result in part of what is in our air. To slow this process 
down, we need to get back into a healthy air environment.
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Enhancing life
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The industry decided to 
work on improving ‘food’ 
as a result of the problems 
listed previously. 

So from the mid-1900s, 
commercial farming found 
new ways to grow our food 
faster and bigger. Industry 
has radically changed our 
food over the last 50 years, 
because they know they 
cannot change the quality of 
our air and our environment, 
that is causing a lot of these 
problems in our food chain.

Have you noticed food doesn’t taste the same 
as it used too?

Have you noticed your children have bigger 
feet than children used too?

Have you noticed your children develop earlier 
than they used too?

Industry decided to reinvent food to suit the challenges of 

our modern lifestyle. Flavourings, colourings, preservatives, 

sweeteners and highly processed ingredients were combined 

to have today what we now know as take-away food. So poor 

in nutritional value are these foods that one expert calls them 

‘Edible food-like substances’.

And we don’t need to talk much about water but if you read what 

additives go into our water to make it drinkable you would never 

drink it again! Remember water has a memory so when it rains 

and the water falls to the dams it collects the pollutants on the 

way down that the air contains. And that’s not to mention that 

the air inside our homes is 10 times more polluted that the air 

outside according to the American Lung Association.

You think your air is clean? Think again. 

Our industry solution 

GENETICALLY  
MODIFIED SEEDS

BIGGER LIVESTOCK PESTICIDES BIG PROFITS
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Breathe  
clear oxygen
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But you cannot live in a house all day and all night. At some 

stage you will venture into the outside air or away from the air 

cleaner on the inside. In those cases the pollution is impacting 

your body and blood. This causes an imbalance in the body 

with many ailments that could be ignited or exacerbated. 

Elanra oxygen corrects this imbalance bringing your body 

back to repair itself from the day as you sleep during the night.

The type of environment which gives us healthy air naturally 

and for free, is found under a large waterfall, a rain forest or 

where the ocean water breaks over the rocks with force. If 

only we could live in those areas everyday, we would not 

need the Elanra! 

So why is that environment so fresh and clean, why can you 

breathe deeper there than at home? The reason is because it 

abounds in trillions of a special type of oxygen called a ‘Small 

Negative Ion of oxygen’. We call it a Species and/or Special 

oxygen, because we at Elanra have developed a very unique 

and special understanding of how this ion lives, moves and 

helps our bodies. This species is part of our team, our cultural 

DNA holding a relationship with every worker in our company, 

hence the DNA logo of Elanra. 

Recreating this Special oxygen that is naturally available in 

our environment is extremely difficult, and to maintain it and 

ensure that it can reach the depths of your lungs and be 

ingested into your body is part of our Intellectual Property. 

This extremely sensitive and difficult process requires the 

worlds most advanced manufacturing and component care. 

The Elanra unique composition of company trade secrets and 

patented technology, has meant we can deliver this unique 

solution to humanity, as a result of the tireless dedication of 

our inventor Mr Joshua Shaw. The Elanra re-balances the 

body and restores the body and more from the damage of 

the day all whilst you sleep, it’s the easiest way to attain good 

health and wellbeing.

Elanra produces small negative ions of oxygen safely and 

without harmful ozone, a reason it is registered as a medical 

device. This standard is unique to Elanra and Australia. This 

negative ion is the important ingredient from the oxygen 

family that our body needs. The species helps improve our 

health and wellbeing and Mr Shaw has graciously given 

humanity the ability to bring that life-giving force from 

the waterfall, into our home, bedroom, car, hospital and 

everywhere we live in our modern world.  

Our solution 
You cannot change the 
air outside, but you can 
do something about 
the air you breathe 
right next to you. 

Air cleaners are good 
start for your home 
and there are many 
large varieties that have 
various filters to clean 
the air in the house.
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Three things keep us alive:

Oxygen survival 

But the air is something else, what can you do? 

What do you really know?

Generally speaking, it is possible to survive up 

to 4 weeks without food. It is possible to survive 

up to 1 week without water (our bodies are 80% 

water). But you can only survive about 3 minutes 

without oxygen. And yet the oxygen we breathe 

is taken for granted, because it’s always there. 

You breathe in about 11,000 litres of oxygen 

every day, so pay attention!

Every breath you take only has about 20% oxygen, 

80% is other types of air particles and water. Then 

when you exhale you lose about 15% of that 

oxygen, so your body only retains about 5%. This 

means the quality of the oxygen you retain needs 

to be the best quality there is for good health. 

Just the brain alone requires 20% of that 5%, 

and without it the cells start to die. The brain is 

important as the brain stem forces us to breathe 

involuntarily and constantly, without us even 

thinking about it. The brain gets this energy and 

its messages from your blood and electrical 

impulses, both of which need oxygen through 

the blood to function.

Our blood is the most important fluid in our body. 

That is because the blood transports our oxygen. 

We need this oxygen to release energy, because 

without oxygen, our cells cannot release the 

energy and therefore the goodness that is in the 

food, tablets, supplements we eat and consume, 

which means we get sicker and eventually would 

not survive. 

Increasing oxygen concentration in the lungs 

helps to displace carbon monoxide from the 

heme group of haemoglobin2,3 oxygen is also 

poisonous to air borne bacteria.4,5

Elanra restores the quality of the oxygen you 

breathe whilst you sleep, so that your body can 

function at its optimal level. Too easy! 

water, food and air What does water do for you?



The ion  
of oxygen  
You cannot change the air outside, but you can 
do something about the air you breathe right next 
to you. Air cleaners are good start for your home 
and there are many large varieties that have various 
filters to clean the air in the house.

But you cannot live in a house all day and all night. At some stage you will 

venture into the outside air or away from the air cleaner on the inside. In 

those cases the pollution is impacting your body and blood. This causes 

an imbalance in the body with many ailments that could be ignited or 

exacerbated. Elanra oxygen corrects this imbalance bringing your body 

back to repair itself from the day as you sleep during the night.

The type of environment which gives us healthy air naturally and for free, 

is found under a large waterfall, a rain forest or where the ocean water 

breaks over the rocks with force. If only we could live in those areas 

everyday, we would not need the Elanra! 

So why is that environment so fresh and clean, why can you breathe 

deeper there than at home? The reason is because it abounds in trillions 

of a special type of oxygen called a ‘Small Negative Ion of oxygen’. 

We call it a Species and/or Special oxygen, because we at Elanra have 

developed a very unique and special understanding of how this ion lives, 

moves and helps our bodies. This species is part of our team, our cultural 

DNA holding a relationship with every worker in our company, hence the 

DNA logo of Elanra. 

Recreating this Special oxygen that is naturally available in our 

environment is extremely difficult, and to maintain it and ensure that it 

can reach the depths of your lungs and be ingested into your body is part 

of our Intellectual Property. This extremely sensitive and difficult process 

requires the worlds most advanced manufacturing and component care. 

The Elanra unique composition of company trade secrets and patented 

technology, has meant we can deliver this unique solution to humanity, 

as a result of the tireless dedication of our inventor Mr Joshua Shaw. The 

Elanra re-balances the body and restores the body and more from the 

damage of the day all whilst you sleep, it’s the easiest way to attain good 

health and wellbeing.

Elanra produces small negative ions of oxygen safely and without 

harmful ozone, a reason it is registered as a medical device. This 

standard is unique to Elanra and Australia. This negative ion is the 

important ingredient from the oxygen family that our body needs. 

The species helps improve our health and wellbeing and Mr Shaw has 

graciously given humanity the ability to bring that life-giving force from 

the waterfall, into our home, bedroom, car, hospital and everywhere 

we live in our modern world.  
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No other ioniser in the world can generate a 
constant reliable stream of small negative ions 
of oxygen up to two metres away, whose output 
can be programmed in dozens of different modes 
for individual health requirements. Other ionisers 
produce larger negative ions because they cluster 
to ambient molecules within 1-3 centimetres, and 
by the time they reach your respiratory system 
if they do, they will clean the air but cannot be 
breathed in to exert a biological effect. How do we 
know? Simple we have the secrets, the technology 
and the patents for our science and technology. 

Many cheaper ionisers also generate ozone as a by-product, 

a gas which is actually harmful, to the human respiratory 

system. None offer the versatility of precise programming 

to facilitate restful sleep, improved breathing, meditation, 

learning, recovery from illness, or improve low mood and 

fatigue. None offer a two metre biological range.

The Elanra small negative ion of oxygen is ingestible and 

transdermal. This means it can be breathed into the deepest 

depths of your lungs, as long as you are inside the two metres 

of the Elanra MkII device. We call this two metre range the 

‘biologically active range.’ Inside that range, your skin will 

absorb the species, as it actively improves your skin, hair and 

health over time and your lungs have enjoyed the air your 

body was intended to breathe. 

Outside that range the species grows into clusters as it collides 

and sticks to other elements in the air. This process makes the 

air clusters larger and larger, the further they travel the larger they 

become as they cluster more and more and are then just cleaning 

the air. That is how an air cleaner works. But air cleaners cannot 

produce what Elanra produces. Use an air cleaner for your whole 

house. Use an Elanra for your body and your personal health.

1. Registered medical device so consumer protection and 

quality is of an extremely  higher standard and cost to 

produce

2. Registered medical device means we will not make false 

claims about what we can do, we have independent 

science and research on our technology and provided that 

to the TGA Therapeutic Goods Administration of Australia 

in order to be registered.

3. You are safer and buying better when buying a registered 

medical device, instead of just an electrical product.

4. Elanra isolates the oxygen molecule in its biological range 

for your breathing

5. Elanra only specialises in the ‘small negative ion’ that 

means it can get through the alveoli of your lungs and into 

your bloodstream to help you. Larger clusters of ions and 

air cleaners only clean the air. 

6. Elanra is ‘biologically active’ it’s not just a normal ioniser 

nor an air cleaner, in fact they are just a side effect of its 

true function, Elanra is just Elanra. The Elanra helps the 

body and blood rest into its correct environment, so that 

the body can heal itself.

7. Elanra is globally patented and trademarked

8. Elanra Medical are the only ionisers in the world using pure 

gold and crystals in its manufacturing

9. Elanra Medical is the only company in the world in this 

industry that has been in business since 1967 and the first 

in the world to be medically registered.

10. 93% of Elanra customers actively recommend Elanra

11. Elanra is the only ioniser in the world with variable output 

settings and the only ioniser in the world that understands 

and implemented the power of combining frequencies 

so the oxygen can talk to the bodies organs through the 

water in the cells of your body. 

The Elanra difference 
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Our Australian inventor  
Joshua Shaw is the inventor of the Elanra, he 
started researching the industry in the 1960’s 
and invented the Elanra in 1967. Winning a silver 
medal at the International Inventors Convention 
held in Geneva in 2003, Joshua has provided a 
solution to humanity that deserves a Nobel prize.

His interest started after he had third degree burns down his 

left arm whilst living in Sydney. He had a small Israeli ioniser 

on his office desk back then in the 1950’s. What astonished 

him was he had absolutely no scarring. It was this experience 

that ignited his passion into knowing more about our air and 

pushed his determination into global research.

Joshua flew all around the world back then to meet the 

greatest minds in science and research from various 

Universities and hospitals on every continent. They shared 

ideas and made a combined effort on capturing this unique 

natural species, which eventually Joshua succeeded at.

Around 2010, Joshua began his retirement plans and by 2013 

he commenced his succession plans for the company. He 

acquired a new building and ensured the hand over of all the 

critical knowledge to his confidante and business partner to 

take over for him into the future. Today Elanra is expanding 

globally and has retained all the true and vital inventive 

essence from Joshua. Joshua was intimately involved with the 

improvements of the Elanra as technology has advanced.

Joshua describes the registered medical device as a 

revolutionary breakthrough in a long global history of the 

use of negative ions for improved health. For the first time, 

users could safely breathe in ‘small biologically active ions of 

oxygen,’ exactly as nature intended. Joshua’s research showed 

that too many negative ions could prove as ineffective as too 

few, so his Elanra was designed with advanced technology 

to control the exact output of ions and is capable of being 

programmed to the specific needs of the user, with up to 

144 possible configurations. He also discovered that a high 

concentration of small negative ions lowered infection 

rates in patients at risk, reduced the severity and frequency 

of colds and flu. The effects on allergy sufferers, those 

with sleeping and breathing difficulties was particularly 

impressive, and even those without ailments claimed 

remarkable benefits in energy levels and wellbeing. 

Joshua Shaw
Elanra Inventor
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The Gold Coast is Australia’s sixth largest city and one of its 
fastest growing regions. 

The Gold Coast CBD is a dynamic and vibrant urban centre 
that positions the Gold Coast as a globally competitive 
business, investment and lifestyle destination. 

Elanra offices 
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Sydney Manufacturing
Specialised Manufacturing

Melbourne Manufacturing
Advanced Testing Facilities

Elanra manufacturing 
Achieving a high performance excellence on a global scale. We have innovative technologies and best 
manufacturing practices. 
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Revive your natural 
healing power
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Elanra means: God breathed and God given.

• We can’t change the air around us, but we 

can change the air we personally breathe 

with an Elanra.

• We can’t change our modern living, even 

though we know it is doing harm everyday 

to our body. So accept what you can’t 

change and help your body restore you 

sleep from that damage – use an Elanra.

• Not happy? Get the rights things in your 

body make your body happy inside and 

then outside you will radiate. Eat well, 

drink well, sleep with an Elanra.

• Yes Elanra does what it says that’s why we 

are still in business since 1967. 

• Elanra gives emphatic results. If you 

breathe oxygen you will benefit from 

Elanra.

• Yes your animals will benefit too

• Yes your plants will grow faster and larger 

too

• Elanra has the experience, don’t be 

fooled by the many imitators. Your family 

deserves the best, and only the best.

Dr R Jayaratne of the International Laboratory 

of Air Quality and Health at QUT in Australia 

confirmed in 2016: 

“Larger particles like pollen are trapped in 

the upper respiratory tract while the small 

ultra-fine particles penetrate deep into the 

alveoli region of the lungs, and about 50% 

of them are retained in there. If they are 

negatively charged like they are with Elanra, 

the deposition rate is further enhanced by 

10-20%. Studies have shown that these ultra-

fine particles can then penetrate into the 

bloodstream.”

Professor G. Singer Brain-behaviour research institute 

Victoria stated on 22-3-1985:

“There is strong evidence that the presence 

of the Elanra ionizer enhances the immune 

response. The only reason this is not clinical 

evidence is because the studies have not 

been done as yet”, as technology needs to 

catch up and track a sub-atomic particle at 

speeds faster than the speed of light in a short 

distance! “It is likely that this enhancement 

will have an effect on upper respiratory tract 

infections and benefit allergy sufferers which 

would benefit millions of people.” 

Warren Buffet – Investor

“Trust is like the air we breathe – when its 

present, nobody really notices; when its 

absent, everybody notices.” 

Wisdom  
and experience

When you own 
your breath, 
nobody can steal 
your peace. 
Proverb

Listen, are you 
breathing just a 
little and calling it 
a life? 
Mary Oliver

The world is 
changed by your 
example, not by 
your opinion.  
Paulo Coelho

We do not inherit 
the earth from 
our ancestors, we 
borrow it from our 
children. 
Native American 

Proverb
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Official statement: ‘Elanra produces small biologically 

active negatively charged ions of oxygen, pulsed at 

various selective frequencies that are emitted into 

the ambient air to be inhaled and ingested via the 

lungs into the bloodstream of the patient to produce 

a positive therapeutic or biological effect.

Facts and research 
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Kornblueh in 1962, provided a cautious and reasoned 

overview of the significance of ions in a paper entitled 

‘Artificial ionisation of the air and its biological significance’.6   

The paper recognised the shortcomings of many of the ion 

generators that had appeared on the market at that time, and 

noted that positive results do occur in high output devices. His 

conclusion was that, ‘In medicine, artificially negatively ionised 

air is gradually gaining recognition as a valuable adjunct to 

other established methods of treatment.’

American Biometeorologist Dr Albert Krueger, conducted 

extensive research and published many papers on small air 

ions. He found that high concentrations of positive ions and 

negative ion depletion, increased the cumulative mortality 

(death) rate in mouse influenza, whereas high concentrations 

of negative ions reduced the mortality rate.7 By 1976, he 

explored ion action on microorganisms, and discussed the 

serotonin hypotheses of ion action. He noted that positive 

ions increased serotonin production and negative ions 

reduced the amount of free serotonin present, concluding 

a negative ion environment will improve low mood and 

chemical imbalances in the blood.

In 1984 Charry, writing in Environmental Research8 

concluded that where ion effects occur, positive ions 

are associated with adverse effects and negative ions 

with beneficial effects.  Furthermore, effects differ due 

to other anomalies, but are likely to be important in 

influencing motivation, learning, and cognitive factors such 

as concentration and brain wave activity.  Ion exposure 

appears to alter the course of particular disease states in 

animals and humans.

Professor George Singer of La Trobe University wrote in 

1988 to the Elanra inventor Mr Joshua Shaw: ‘the increase 

in reactivity of the body’s ability to fight is convincing with a 

probability level of 0.001 and a concomitant drop in serotonin 

levels which has a link with the body’s ability to fight and 

respond. There is strong evidence that the presence of the 

ioniser (Elanra) enhances the body’s ability to fight, reduces 

upper respiratory tract infection and has likely benefits to 

allergy sufferers’.9

Dr Rohan Jayaratne of the International laboratory of air 

quality at Queensland University wrote to Elanra in 2016 about 

the Elanra: ‘Larger particles like pollen are trapped in the upper 

respiratory tract while the small ultra-fine particles (Elanra’s 

small negative ions of oxygen) penetrate deep into the alveoli 

region of the lungs and about 50% of them are retained in 

there. If they are charged (like Elanra does), the deposition rate 

is further enhanced by 10-20%. Studies have shown that these 

ultra-fine particles beneficially get into the bloodstream.10

Boulatov describes results recorded in 830 patients with 

respiratory conditions and concluded that ‘dyspnoeic attacks 

disappeared in 55% within 6 months, the intensity and number 

of attacks was reduced in 35% of patients and treatment was 

ineffective in 10%.11 

Dr Stevens DB concluded that “only an abnormally high 

concentration of negative ions (over 150,000/ml) has 

the effect of improving the morning and/or evening PEF 

of about half the patients in the study.”12  Note: Elanra 

produces a minimum of 900,000/ml and that is at an 

extended distance of 1mtr. For comparison, the Elanra 

produces 29Million/ml at 100mm.

PennState University Department of Architectural Engineering 

website carries a report on Negative ion generation as a 

means of reducing airborne microbial levels.13

Much research has focused on ‘sick building syndrome’ where 

ambient air quality and other factors give rise to adverse 

effects on occupants.  Hawkins in 1981 investigated Air 

ionisation and office heath and incidence of headache, nausea 

and dizziness. He concluded that the use of a high output 

negative ion generators appears to bring about a significant 

reduction in the number of complaints of headache, nausea 

and dizziness.14

An article on www.newscientist.com news service in 2003, 

reported that repeated airborne infections of the bacteria 

acinetobacter in an intensive care ward at St James Hospital 

in Leeds had been eliminated by the installation of a powerful 

negative air ioniser.15

In 1995, Terman and Terman report conduct of a controlled 

trial of high density and low density negative ions in seasonal 

affective disorder (SAD) on 25 subjects. They concluded that 

exposure to a high density negative ion generator appears 

to be specifically improve the low mood in SAD patients. 

Showing this method as useful as an alternative or supplement 

to light therapy and medications.16

Morton and Kerschner demonstrated differential negative 

ion effects on 33 learning disabled and 40 normal-achieving 

children. Following negative ionisation the learning disabled 

showed enhanced left hemisphere procession concurrent 

with right hemisphere inhibition. These effects are 

neuropsychologically positive for the use of this device.17
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Australian quality 

Elanra is Internationally recognised in its field as the global leader and 

retains that position today. Not only is Elanra globally patented and 

trademarked but also meets all regulatory standards for International 

distribution and carries the CE mark and EMC for electrical safety to 

protect you. As Elanra devices are registered medical devices they 

must meet a higher standard in all aspects. You can relax and know 

you are investing in your health with only the best.

To retain the specialised nature of the Elanra we keep 

all manufacturing in Australia. We also control all our 

components that are specially made and unique to our 

products and we manage that supply and provide them into 

our manufacturing through a separate company. 

There are three devices all producing the same special oxygen in 

different strengths. The three are designed to suit all lifestyles, for 

those to use at home or in the office or in a car or whilst walking 

around the streets. Most Elanra customers eventually have one of 

each to suit all their modern ways of living.

Pure Gold is used in better quality advanced electronics and 

has been used for centuries as a conductor, we use gold in 

our products for those reasons. The species comes out of the 

needles in a vortex, or imagine a whirlwind surrounding an 

ice-cream cone. They come out excited and fast and spread 

out as they travel further away from the needles. Elanra can 

clean an area of 75sqm very fast, but its not just an air cleaner.

Outputs: The Elanra MkII has 144 settings, that’s like 144 different 

machines. These settings include variable outputs. If you have a 

headache you don’t take a whole box of tablets, you take one or 

two. With Elanra you select the correct output for you. 

Frequencies:  Elanra produces variable frequencies also. Your 

body is made up of about 60% water and electrical charges. 

Water has a memory. When you breathe in our species we 

believe that the water in your cells retains the frequencies of 

ingestion of the species you have selected. That is why our 

customers get benefits in sleep and benefits in breathing.

Using Elanra
So it’s simple. You take the Elanra home and it changes the 

environment that you live with. But one machine won’t work 

for a whole home. The species only survives up to two metres 

and less than a millisecond. So the most important place to 

use the Elanra is on your bedside table, the reason being you 

are in one place for a few hours and you can then breathe in 

this oxygen whilst you sleep, no mask is required. This is also 

the time your body is repairing itself as you sleep, that is why 

our bodies need to sleep. You just turn it on when you go to 

bed and you don’t have to think about it. Turn it off when you 

wake up – it's the easiest way to encourage good health. So 

why is it when you are sick all you want to do is go to sleep? 

That is because your body and brain wants you to rest as your 

body wants to repair. 

Elanra products 

logos to be placed in this area
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Programs
Total 144 individual settings. 

Ozone Emission 
According to controlled scientific tests by the CSIRO and United states 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),with the initial ozone concentration 
levels at 0.01. The Elanra produced less than 0.01 part per million ozone at 
50mm from the needles. This is considered insignificant hence Elanra does 
not produce any harmful ozone. 

ELF Fields 
Extremely low frequency (ELF) fields affect the human biological system. 
Again scientific tests have proven the Elanra is extremely safe to use (less than 
1 Milli Gaus) at 40cm from the machine. 

Dimensions 
135mm Wide x 108mm High x 73mm Base Width 

5.4” Wide x 4.32” High x 2.92” Base Width 

Therapeutic Range 
2 Meters (6.6 ft) Typical 4 Needle Configuration 

Air Cleaning Capability 
75 sq.m (815 sq. ft) Typical 4 Needle Configuration 

Casing 
Extreme care has been taken to use materials that do not add to the 
discomfort of chemically sensitive or allergy sufferers - the external white 
casing is made from special imported fibres which do not outgas. 

Needles
Replaceable alloy needles designed specifically for the output of small 
inhalable negative ions. 

Electronic Circuity 
Crystal controlled advanced microprocessor circuit. 

Warranty
3 years on the device labour, 2 years on the parts and 1 year on batteries  
from original date of purchase. 

Electrical & EMC Safety Standards
C-Tick: N3656; CE Medical and Safety Performance: MDD 93/42/EEC, 
A2007/47/EC, EN60601-1: 2006 + ALL: 2011; EMC: IEC 6060 1-1-2: 2007 

Elanra MKII

Your health is far too precious to risk using anything 

but the very best, and that is why medical practitioners 

and natural health therapists recommend the Elanra 

therapeutic ioniser - the only ioniser in the world available 

today capable of generating the small negative ions of 

oxygen across variable frequencies that can be inhaled to 

enter the bloodstream and produce biologically beneficial 

effects (a process which is globally patented). 

These small negative ions are identical to the ions found 

in the invigorating natural environments such as the 

seashore, alpine regions, forests and waterfalls.

Other ion generators can claim to produce negative ions, 

but they are NOT small or ingestible, and cannot enter 

your body. These types of ionisers are useful but only as 

air cleaners. 

The Elanra MKII Therapeutic Ioniser was especially designed for 

you in mind, incorporating 144 programmable configurations 

to suit your individual needs. The MKII is the most technically 

advanced ioniser in the world. The MKII utilises the world’s 

finest specially made components. Even the case is made 

from special imported fibres that do NOT outgas or produce 

toxins, which is especially important for those who suffer from 

chemical sensitivity or are highly allergic. 

These are just some of the many factors that make the 

Elanra unique!
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Programs
32 individual user friendly settings. 

Ozone Emission 
According to controlled scientific tests by the CSIRO and United states 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),with the initial ozone concentration 
levels at 0.01. The Elanra produced less than 0.01 part per million ozone at 
50mm from the needles. This is considered insignificant hence Elanra does not 
produce any harmful ozone. 

ELF Fields 
Undetectable. 

Dimensions 
168mm Wide x 37mm High x 120mm Depth 

6.6” Wide x 1.45” High x 4.72” Depth  

Therapeutic Range 
1 Meter (3 ft) 

Air Cleaning Capability 
25 sq.m. (272 sq.ft)  

Casing 
Extreme care has been taken to use materials that are non-allergic. 

Needles
Replaceable alloy needles designed specifically for the output of small 
inhalable negative ions. 

Power Sources
90V - 250V AC Mains Power - 50/60hz 

12V DC External Power Source

9V Internal Battery

Power Consumption 
<10 Watt 

Warranty
3 years on the device labour, 2 years on the parts and 1 year on batteries  from 
original date of purchase. 

Electrical and EMC Safety Standards
CE Medical and Safety Performance: IEC60601-1:2005+*AM1(2012); CE 
Electromagnetic Compatibility: EN60601-1-2:2007  

Patents and Registrations 
L 12832: Listing as a Therapeutic Device by the TGA (Therapeutic Goods 
Association) Global utility and Design Patents and Trademarks.

Elanra MKIII

Designed for personal use: in the car, truck, bus, train or 

in aircraft, hotels, motels, restaurants, theaters etc. The Elanra 

MKIII produces biologically active small negative ions of oxygen. 

After the therapeutic range, the Elanra Portable will continue 

to clean an additional 25 square metres. 32 programmes are 

available to suit the individuals therapeutic requirements, and a 

programming manual is included with the unit. 

Reports from the USA, Hungary, Japan, and Britain support 

findings that show the build-up of positive ions inside 

moving vehicles leads to loss of driver co-ordination and a 

resulting increase in traffic accidents. 

These studies led to the recent development of the Elanra 

Portable Ioniser, a fully programmable, multi-use portable 

unit, which enables motorists to enjoy the benefits of a 

refreshing, negatively-charged atmosphere in their vehicle, 

while helping to safeguard the driver, passengers and other 

road users. 

During travel, the Elanra Portable is powered by the vehicles 

battery and sits on a specially-designed car mounting kit 

which is fixed to the dashboard or rear shelf. Easily removed 

from this stand, the Portable will also run on its own internal 

9V battery where power is not available. In addition, it can 

be plugged into any electrical outlet in the world with its 

specially designed “switch-mode” power supply. This enables 

you to use this very versatile product whilst driving, flying 

in an aeroplane, or travelling by bus or train. The portables 

specially-designed power supply converts any mains voltage 

to the low voltage required for safe and easy use anywhere 

in the world, and carries all international electrical safety 

approvals and marks.
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Programs 
3 Output levels 

3 Frequency settings - 4Hz, 1 OHz 

(Alpha), 25Hz 

Total 9 inclividual settings 

Ozone Emission
According to controlled scientific tests by the CSIRO and United states 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),with the initial ozone concentration 
levels at 0.01. The Elanra produced less than 0.01 part per million ozone at 
50mm from the needles. This is considered insignificant hence Elanra does 
not produce any harmful ozone. 

Dimensions 
Height: 59.18mm 

Base: 64.35mm 

Thickness: 24.73mm 

Weight 
Elanra AIR including lanyard - 68.2g 

Power supply including adaptors -133g AC Recharger 

Switch mode power supply (electronic) certified for use in all countries. 

Lithium Battery 
3.7V, 750mAh rechargeable battery capable of 1000 charges or approximately 
six years based on an average daily use of 12 hours across the thee output 
levels. 

Needle 
1 x special alloy needle replaceable after 1200 hours.

Electronic Circuitry
Crystal controlled advanced programmable microprocessor circuit. 

Warranty
3 years on the device labour, 2 years on the parts and 1 year on batteries  
from original date of purchase. 

Electrical and EMC Safety Standards
Elanra is the only Ioniser tested and compliant with all international standards 
in EMC and electrical safety. 

C-Tick: N3656; CE Medical Safety and Performance: EN60601-1:2006; CE 
Mark Tested Compliance with; EN60601-1-2:2007; EN55011:2007 + A2:2007

Elanra AIR Pendant

After 4 years in research and development, the 

revolutionary Elanra AIR has been released as the 

world’s most advanced personal ioniser. Fully portable, 

this compact ‘hands free’ medical device is worn 

comfortably around the neck providing you with 

unrestricted freedom and therapeutic benefits at work, 

school or home, while travelling, shopping or driving. 

Designed specifically for aircraft use and in-flight 

travel, for use in intensive care and general hospital 

wards, and for study and concentration, the Elanra 

AIR features nine easily programmed individual 

settings including 3 output levels and 3 different 

frequencies - from improving health and wellbeing 

and assisting recovery from illness (4Hz), to improved 

sleep and concentration (1OHz), to increased energy 

and vitality (25Hz). 

A choice of black or white, and the option to 

personalise the Elanra AIR for staff or clients, family 

or friends with your company logo or personal 

photograph, Elanra AIR is fully rechargeable; an 

international charger kit with universal adaptors is 

included with your purchase.
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“If I had been asked a few weeks ago what I thought of the 

benefits of negative ion generators, I would have said I was 

like many people – open minded, but somewhat sceptical. 

Then, at the beginning of the month, I came down with the 

severe influenza that was sweeping through my City. I needn’t 

describe the awful symptoms, everyone knows how drained 

and miserable a flu sufferer feels. One of the worst aspects 

was lack of sleep due to constant coughing and nose-

blowing. Work became impossible as I was exhausted. A friend 

suggested I borrow her Elanra Ioniser and in desperation, I 

agreed. I set it up on my bedside table a metre from my face. 

For the first time in almost a week, I slept like a baby – no 

coughing, no stuffy nose and no sweating. 

After a couple of nights, the flu symptoms had abated 

and I felt well and relaxed. All around me, family and work 

associates were complaining of relapses from this highly 

contagious flu. “I just can’t shake it off”, they kept saying, “How 

did you recover so quickly? When I told them, most were 

disbelieving, but it didn’t matter. I was experiencing that happy 

glow. It was then that I began to research the subject.”

Dr. D. Johnston, UNSW, Sydney, Australia

My 6 year old daughter has chronic tonsillitis and allergies. 

She has snored since she was a baby. Our day starts with her 

sneezing and coughing constantly until the antihistamines kick 

in. Within in a week of using Elanra she no longer snores and 

wakes up breathing well. I cannot get over the change in my 

little girl’s health. To see her so well and full of energy is just 

amazing! Thank you.

Annette Cosgrove, NSW, Australia

Thank you I received my MkII and MkIII Portable Elanra just 

in time for my wife being struck with high fever and heavy 

congestion. The portable was placed at her bedside. She 

was back on her feet in less than a week as opposed to the 

2-3 weeks her co-workers took to regain the health. We also 

usually get sick “together” and that didn’t happen this time. 

David Wayzata, MN, USA

I just wanted to tell you what a difference the Elanra ioniser 

has made in my life. I have PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress 

Disorder) from Vietnam. One of the things I have been 

plagued with for years is poor sleep patterns, usually sleeping 

2-3 hours a time. The FIRST night I slept with the Elanra 

next to my bed, I got a full night’s sleep and work feeling 

refreshed for the first time in as long as I can remember. I will 

recommend it to my other Veterans cause I know they have 

the same problems sleeping that I do. It’s wonderful to find an 

alternative to increasing medication constantly. 

Richard Lunbery, Montana, USA

I am writing to express my personal gratitude resulting from 

the use of my Elanra Therapeutic Ioniser, which I have used 

consistently for the last 12 months or so. I do not suffer from 

anything major but I have had long term various allergies and 

sinus problems. I am very happy to relate that I now do not 

have any signs of these previous very vexing problems. Once 

again my sincerest thank you.

Don Weir, Kilcoy,  Qld, Australia

In Germany the negative ioniser is in every hospital room and 

is very well known to improve your health. But following my 

chemotherapy treatment, I had to urgently travel to Australia for 

a funeral and was completely exhausted from lack of sleep and 

my treatment to the point I was delirious. Upon arriving I was 

introduced to the Elanra from a friend and was so excited, as I 

had heard about Elanra in Germany but forgot the name. I bought 

one that day which your office expressed to my hotel. I am just so 

grateful I am crying whilst I write. I slept so much better and I feel 

a lot better, and I have been able to sleep every night this week. 

It’s been the first week of sleeping through the night I have had in 

years, this machine feels like magic to me. I can’t wait to get back 

to Germany. I bought another travel bag and another 8 machines, 

that’s all my bag would fit for my friends!.

Prue Kelly, NSW & Germany

Testimonials
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Just a few lines to let you know how I went. I firmly believe I have 

been helped by the use of the Elanra. Being a sufferer of depression 

most of my life I have been on multiple drugs for a lot of years. And 

although my drugs continue, it now seems they are working better 

inside me. I was complaining to my doctor that my last drug wasn’t 

working anymore, and then a few days after persevering with the 

Elanra every time I was in bed I was starting to feel better. My mood 

is more under control now and I can relax better at night time 

now, so I told my doctor I would stay on this last drug now. Thank 

goodness I don’t need to change again now I have Elanra.

J. Williams, Cornwall, England

Funny my Corgi Cross called “Burnie” keeps sneezing around 

me and doesn’t breathe properly. I thought it was my aftershave 

so I just ignored it. But last week I put my Elanra on the coffee 

table next to me as I fell asleep on my lounge. When I woke 

up I noticed that Burnie was sitting right in front of it enjoying 

breathing the air, I guess animals know what’s good for them. 

So I left it there for a couple of days, since she enjoyed it. She 

doesn’t sneeze anymore, I don't know why or how, but it’s 

worked. I cannot believe the difference it’s made to my Burnie.

J. Chustou, Singapore

Eczema and allergies of my skin has been a part of my life for 

as long as I call to remember. I’ve tried many creams without 

success. I’ve tried tablets from my allergist which have calmed 

down the inflammation but the side effects make my muscles 

sore. My pharmacist told me about the Elanra helping his daughter. 

I was so glad you could send me one from Australia and your staff 

encouraged me to keep using it. It has taken almost 12 months of 

using it every night, but now I am happy to say I don’t get inflamed 

anymore on my skin, and the itch is not as bad and I have noticed 

that my creams are starting to work if I keep the Elanra on me at 

the same time. Thank you for the peace that is back in my life.

T. Chou, Hong Kong

Thanks for the Elanra Pendant. I can now fly as far as the UK 

without pain, I can even watch a movie now! Being a frequent 

flyer as I’ve aged my eyes have got dry, being inside the plane 

cabin is so painful and eye drops don’t work anymore. The 

Pendant’s easy to wear and I cannot even tell it’s on but my 

eyes sure feel better. Kudos to the inventor!

J. Sommerville, Portugal

My auto-immune disease has left me with an unattractive ability to 

get sick quite easily. My incubation period is only a matter of hours, 

so I can tell exactly who made me sick each time. It only takes 

one trip to the shops and someone to cough near me, that will 

land me in bed for 3-4 days on average. This has been a constant 

interruption to my life for over 15 years. My doctor says there is 

no cure for me and he can only treat the symptoms, but those 

treatments have side effects. I decided not use them. Eventually it 

was recommended to me to start using the Elanra. I bought the 

MkII for next to my bed every night and then I put it on my desk 

in the daytime and I have the Pendant too if I go shopping, my 

condition has changed immensely. It’s strange I still get sick that 

day if someone coughs on me. But I go to bed with my usual 

headache, sore muscles and sore throat, I turn on my Elanra and 

by the morning, I’m 100% fine again! I am so excited I have my life 

back because it’s been working like this now for over 6 months.

L. Brown, Qld, Australia
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